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ABSTRACT

:

PURPOSE: To save trouble when combinations of plural functions are
set
suitable for the state by setting the combinations of the plural
functions of
the portable telephone set in one operation.

CONSTITUTION: Functions of setting such as an on/off of a vibrator
for
display, on/of-f of a ringer, on/off of a key tone, transfer of a call,
and
limit of call transfer, reception and dialing are available for the
portable
telephone set in addition to a usual telephone function. The
combination
suitable for the status of the functions is decided with respect to the
conference mode, carrying mode and darkness mode or the like and it is

stored
in a ROM 7 as a control program. When a mode is selected by key entry
from a

key device 6, a CPU 1 sets combinations of functions according to the
control
program stored in the ROM 7. Thus, plural desired combinations are set
in one
operation

.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the portable telephone made as [ perform / various

functional setup ].

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Generally in the portable telephone, it is made as [
carry out / according to

a situation / various functional setup ]. For example, the back light ofON of a ringer / off setup, ON of

vibrator / off setup, ON of keytone / off setup, and a display is shone, or there are a setup of considering

as a flash plate, a transfer of a call, a setup of a limit of a call origination call in, etc.

[0003] The user should be most suitable according to the situation combining various setup shown in

****

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, while the ringer was set as OFF, and setting up

activation so that the flash plate of the LCD display might be carried out at the time of a call in in order

to make it not make a sound, for example in the case of a meeting, when two or more functional setup of

setting up activation of the autocall cutting function at the time of a no response had to be performed one

by one, and complicated un-arranging was and a complicated setup was carried out, it was un-arranging

[ start / very much / time and effort ]. Moreover, also when returning to the original setup, there was un-

arranging [ which must spend an equivalent quantity of an effort ].

[0005] This invention aims at making it carrying out a functional setup suitable for a situation in view of
****** not take time and effort.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] this invention portable telephone enables it to set up the combination

oftwo or more functions by one actuation in the portable telephone which enabled it to set up two or

more functions as shown in drawing 1 and drawing 2 . Moreover, this invention portable telephone

enables it to cancel this setup automatically after predetermined time in ****, as shown in drawing 1 and

drawing 2 .

[0007]

[Function] Since the combination oftwo or more functions can be set up by one actuation according to

this invention, the time and effort when making it a setup suitable for a situation can be saved.

Moreover, since it returns automatically after predetermined time at the original setup according to this

invention, the time and effort which returns a setup can be saved and the mistake which leaves a setup of

this portable telephone intact can be prevented.

[0008]

[Example] With reference to a drawing, I will explain per example of this invention portable telephone

below. Drawing 2 is the block diagram showing a portable telephone, generally the configuration of the

portable telephone shown in this drawing 2 is the same as that of a well-known thing, and 1 shows the

body of telephone which has a microcomputer in this drawing 2 .

[0009] Moreover, 2 shows a baseband block and RF block, and this baseband block and the RF block 2

are made as [ supply / to the body 1 of telephone / the input signal from an antenna 3 ] while they supply

the sending signal from the body 1 of telephone to an antenna 3.

[0010] Moreover, the status signal generated by the body 1 of telephone is supplied to a liquid crystal

display 5 through the liquid crystal drive circuit 4. Moreover, 6 shows key equipment and is made as

[ perform / this key equipment 6 / various setup which it inputs into a number to be dialed, and also is

mentioned later].

[001 1] Moreover, 7 shows ROM the predetermined control program is remembered to be, and 8 is a

work piece RAM. 9 shows the microphone which inputs transmission voice and 10 is a loudspeaker

which reproduces an input signal.

[0012] The **** portable telephone is made as [ set / as everything but the usual telephone function / a
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setup of a display, ON of vibrator / off setup, ON of a ringer / off setup, ON of keytone / off setup, a

transfer of a call, a setup of a limit of a call origination call in, etc. ].

[0013] The darkness mode which uses when it is dark in the mode, the theater mode which was suitable

at the theater at the time of playgoing, and a hit and it cannot be not seen at all during the conveyance

used when putting the meeting mode used for ROM7 as a control program in the cases, such as a

meeting, and this portable telephone into a bag and carrying it in this example memorizes, and it carries

out as [ choose / the mode of this setup ] with key equipment 6.

[0014] As this meeting mode, in order to make it not make a sound, for example, it carries out as

[ activate / further / activate so that it may carry out as / set / as it is off / a ringer / and a liquid crystal

display 5 may carry out flash plate actuation at the time of a call in, and / at the time ofpredetermined

time for example, a 15 second no response, / at the time of a call in / an autocall cutting function ].

[0015] Moreover, during conveyance, even if a lock, i.e., a discharge key, others operate other keys of a

discharge key, while making it not operate, as for the time of the mode, ON and vibrator also set up a

ringer with ON.

[0016] Moreover, at the time of theater mode, in order to make it not make a sound, a ringer is set up as

it is off, and it sets up vibrator with ON. Moreover, it is carried out as [ set / set the back light ofkey

equipment 6 to ON, and / to ON / at the time of darkness mode, / the back light of a display ].

[0017] Moreover, a ringer is turned on in the condition of not considering as the normal mode, i.e.,

meeting mode, conveyance mode, theater mode, and darkness mode, it turns on vibrator, and makes

keytone have ON and no call origination call-in limit. A user may enable it to set up each function

according to an individual at the time of the normal mode.

[0018] Moreover, in this example, when the special modes, such as the mode, theater mode, and

darkness mode, are set up during this meeting mode and conveyance, it carries out as
[
specify / as

arbitration / the time of day which returns to the normal mode ].

[0019] Since this example is constituted like ****, it carries out transmission-and-reception actuation

like the conventional portable telephone. Moreover, when meeting mode is chosen with key equipment

6 in this example, as shown in drawing 1 , it judges first whether there was any assignment of the return

time of day to the normal mode (step SI). For example, when there is assignment 90 minutes after, it

shifts to step S2.

[0020] In this step S2, while making a ringer off and making it the sound of a ringer not come out at the

time of a call in, it carries out as [ do / automatically / carry out as / carry out / a liquid crystal display 5 /

at the time of this call in / flash plate actuation / (step S3), and / for 15 seconds / a user / at the time of

this call in / for example, at the time of a no response / call clear-down ] (step S4).

[0021] An above-mentioned condition is maintained until after the appointed time of day, for example,

90 minutes, and it carries out as [ cancel / after that / this meeting mode ].
—

'

[0022] Moreover, when the return time ofday to the normal mode was not specified and it judges (step

SI), while shifting to step S6, making a ringer off in this step S6 and making it the sound of a ringer not

come out at the time of a call in It carries out as [ do / automatically / carry out as / carry out / a liquid

crystal display 5 / at the time of this call in / flash plate actuation / (step S7), and / for 15 seconds / a

user / at the time of this call in / for example, at the time of a no response / call clear-down ] (step S8).

[0023] At this time, the above-mentioned condition is maintained until it resets meeting mode, when this

meeting mode reset is inputted (step S9), it is shown in drawing 3 -- as — a ringer - ON - carrying out

(step S10) - the flash plate moving function of the liquid crystal display 5 at the time of a call in is reset

(step SI 1), and a call clear-down function is automatically reset at the time of the no response at the time

of a call in (step S 1 2).

[0024] Moreover, as well as **** when it carries out selection actuation of the mode, theater mode, the

darkness mode, etc. with key equipment 6 during conveyance, the combination of a desired function can

be set up.

[0025] Since the combination of the function of two or more requests according to a situation can be set

up by one actuation according to this example as stated above, there are profits which can save the time

and effort when carrying out a setup suitable for a situation.
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[0026] Moreover, according to this example, after the appointed predetermined time, since the

combination of the function of this request can be automatically returned to the original setup (normal

mode), when a situation changes, the time and effort which returns this setup can be saved, and the

profits which can prevent the mistake which leaves intact a setup which suited the specific situation in

this portable telephone are.

[0027] In addition, it is needless to say [ this invention ] that various configurations can take in addition

to this, without deviating from the summary of this invention, without restricting to the above-

mentioned example.

[0028]

[Effect of the Invention] Since the combination of the function oftwo or more requests according to a

situation can be set up by one actuation according to this invention, there are profits which can save the

time and effort when carrying out a setup suitable for a situation. Moreover, according to this invention,

after the appointed predetermined time, since the combination of the function of this request is made to

return to the original setup (normal mode) automatically, when a situation changes, the time and effort

which returns this setup can be saved, and the profits which can prevent the mistake which leaves a

setup suitable for a specific situation intact are.
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the flow chart with which explanation ofone example of this invention portable

telephone is presented.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram showing the example of a portable telephone.

[Drawing 3] It is the flow chart with which explanation of this example is presented.

[Description of Notations]

1 Body of Telephone

5 Liquid Crystal Display

6 Key Equipment

7 ROM
8 RAM
9 Microphone

10 Loudspeaker
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